THE ESSENTIAL
GUIDE ON THE
GREATEST GALACTIC
SAGA OF ALL TIME

ENCYCLOPEDIA

A GALACTIC ENCYCLOPEDIA
FOR A LEGENDARY SAGA
With the release of STAR WARS in 1977, cinemagoers embarked on the greatest adventure of
all time, in a galaxy far, far away. Heroes fought against evil dictators, we met Jedi knights,
smugglers, droids and a host of alien creatures.
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We welcome you to the most comprehensive STAR WARS work ever published, in a series of
beautifully illustrated hardback books. Collect them and relive the most famous saga in
science fiction history.

THE MOST COMPLETE WORK

ORGANIZED AND UPDATED INFORMATION

THE MOST AMAZING DETAILS

STAR WARS is famous all over the world for its

Here you will find the definitive timeline of the
STAR WARS universe, from the prequels to The Rise of
Skywalker, and beyond – with new characters and
adventures from the latest TV series including the
last season The Clone Wars and The Mandalorian.
Have the secrets of STAR WARS at your fingertips!

Each book explores a character or
subject in depth, detailing ships
and weapons, distant planets and
the incredible creatures that inhabit
them. Every breathtaking detail that
makes up the saga!

wealth of stories and characters. These volumes
cover the entire chronology of the saga, the most
breathtaking locations, the most famous starships,
the most lovable droids and charismatic heroes,
and the battles that changed the fate of the galaxy.

BLUEPRINTS, SCHEMATICS and
THOUSANDS OF PHOTOGRAPHS illustrate
fascinating content with ANALYSIS of
everything there is to know about STAR WARS,
the saga that redefined space adventure.
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CHARACTERS & CREATURES

WEAPONS & TECHNOLOGY

Detailed character studies of the most famous names in the
saga — Darth Vader, Captain Phasma, Princess Leia, Han Solo,
Chewbacca and many more!

Thermal detonators, beskar, vibro-blades and
turbolasers... plus holocrons, hyperspace travel,
force fields and kyber crystals.

Meet courageous heroes and evil villains, skilled pilots, brave
Jedi knights, con artists, engineers and bounty
hunters, from all species and creeds. You’ll
find all their stories here, packed full of
information on a galaxy of characters that
will thrill and surprise you.

Find out the accuracy of different blasters and the
internal components of a lightsaber. Learn what a
holocron is, and the incredible properties of beskar.
All kinds of weapons and technology are explored in
these unmissable volumes.

GALACTIC ATLAS
Travel from the Core Worlds to the outermost edges of the
galaxy — experience the beauty, danger and mystery of the
locations that are such a fascinating part of STAR WARS.
Take a guided tour across the vastness of space, from the
sophisticated planets of the Core, to the Outer Rim and
the sinister Unknown Regions. Exotic, intriguing and
sometimes deadly, here are the planets and places that
form the backdrop to the saga – such as Tatooine, Hoth,
Takodana and Exegol.

STARSHIPS & VEHICLES
Drawings, plans and cross-sections, schematics
and details of owners and manufacturers. If you
want to know how many different types of TIE
fighter the Empire sent into battle, or how many
frigates there were in the Rebel fleet, these are
definitely the volumes for you!
Explore the inner workings of the most famous
starships and transporters from across the
galaxy, including the Millennium Falcon,
the unmistakable Razor Crest to Supreme
Leader Snoke’s Supremacy, and many more.
Discover everything there is to know about
their interiors, performance, defenses,
technical statistics, pilots and crews.

HISTORY & EVENTS
The complete history of the entire STAR WARS saga,
from the original trilogy to Episode IX , including the
prequels and the latest television series.
Learn about the rise of the evil Emperor Palpatine,
the fall of Anakin Skywalker and the triumph of his
son, Luke. Relive every moment of the adventure in this
superbly detailed history which covers each significant
event in the galactic saga and beyond!

DROIDS
A gallery of unique anthropomorphic
machines. Discover the uses for which
they were created, their various
characters, appearances and stories.
Meet the mechanical beings made
for all kinds of tasks, each with its
own personality. They’re all here –
protocol droids like C-3PO, along with
astromechs such as R2-D2 and BB-8,
and droids created for medical or military
purposes, such as K-2SO and IG-11.
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2 FANTASTIC STORMTROOPER BOOKENDS
These two Imperial troopers will protect and
organize your collection, and will become an
essential decoration on your bookshelf.

6 BEAUTIFUL PRINTS

Immerse yourself in the visionary
universe of STAR WARS with these
exclusive prints. Featuring artwork by
Ralph McQuarrie, the legendary illustrator
who worked with George Lucas in the
conceptualization and design
of the original trilogy.
Measurements: approx 15 x 11 inches
(38 x 30cm)
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SITH TROOPER CUP

The First Order’s sinister Sith Stormtrooper features
on this stylish mug that will delight all fans of the saga.
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* If any of these gifts are unavailable,or in the event of any incident beyond the control of the publisher, they will be replaced by gifts of equal or higher value.

YOU WILL RECEIVE THESE SUPERB GIFTS
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